
Clear-Com Will Present IP-Based Intercom Solutions for Broadcast and Media at Broadcast
Asia

Clear-Com® looks forward to returning to Singapore for Broadcast Asia 2023 where the company will showcase
a broad range of intercom applications on Stand 6F1-05, including innovative new product features of their
flagship Eclipse® HX Digital Matrix Intercom System, such as Dynam-EC™ real-time production software, IP-
based V-Series IrisX™ user panels, and industry-leading role-based workflows. Additionally, Clear-Com will
highlight their award-winning IP-based Arcadia® Central Station with HelixNet® integration.

A popular choice for broadcast applications such as flypacks and OB vans, Arcadia Central Station brings
together HelixNet, FreeSpeak®, Clear-Com Encore®, other 2W/4W endpoints, and third-party Dante devices in
a single, integrated system. Arcadia offers licensed-based scalability that allows it to meet numerous production
needs, with support for over 100 beltpacks and up to 128 IP ports, with additional upgrades available in the
future.
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For applications requiring up to 200 FreeSpeak beltpacks and point-to-point workflows, the Eclipse HX Digital
Matrix offers a range of unique tools to deliver power and efficiency, notably the Dynam-EC software which
allows for operator situational control over all Clear-Com audio input and outputs, audio mapping, IFBs and
partylines. New features introduced in EHX 13 for Eclipse HX support many of the needs of today’s broadcast
applications that require more automation and increased efficiency. Meanwhile, Clear-Com’s new V-Series IrisX
IP User Panel for Eclipse delivers thin-film-transistor (TFT) displays for brightness and enhanced resolution –
ideal for outdoor applications – combined with low latency and high port capacity.

“Clear-Com’s ongoing innovations harness the latest technologies to enable our customers to communicate as
easily as possible, whether across studios, multi-site broadcast facilities or large sports stadiums,” says Peter
Fong, Director of Sales Asia Pacific. “Only by listening to customers around the world can we develop solutions
that make a difference to their productions. We look forward to meeting our customers and partners at
Broadcast Asia 2023 to continue these crucial conversations.”

U.S.-based Clear-Com President Bob Boster and U.K.-based Senior Vice President of Sales Chris Willis will
also be in attendance at the show and look forward to reconnecting with the Clear-Com community in the region.
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